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There is considerable experimental evidence for the existence in Quantum Hall systems of an
approximate emergent discrete symmetry, Γ0(2) ⊂ SL(2, Z). The evidence consists of the robustness
of the tests of a suite a predictions concerning the transitions between the phases of the system as
magnetic fields and temperatures are varied, which follow from the existence of the symmetry alone.
These include the universality of and quantum numbers of the fixed points which occur in these
transitions; selection rules governing which phases may be related by transitions; and the semi-
circular trajectories in the Ohmic-Hall conductivity plane which are followed during the transitions.
We explore the implications of this symmetry for Quantum Hall systems involving two charge-
carrying fluids, and so obtain predictions both for bilayer systems and for single-layer systems for
which the Landau levels have as spin degeneracy. We obtain similarly striking predictions which
include the novel new phases which are seen in these systems, as well as a prediction for semicircle
trajectories which are traversed by specific combinations of the bilayer conductivities as magnetic
fields are varied at low temperatures.
PACS numbers: 73.43.-f, 05.30.Fk, 02.20.-a
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum Hall systems continue to provide remarkable
laboratories for studying the rich dynamics which is pos-
sible for strongly-correlated electron systems in two spa-
tial dimensions. The now-classic studies of the many Hall
plateaux found within systems for which only the first
Landau level is occupied1, were later supplemented by
the discovery of new and remarkable phenomena in sys-
tems involving higher Landau levels2, and the discovery
of evidence for new superfluid phases in bilayer systems,
involving two or more Quantum Hall layers which are
spaced sufficiently closely to allow inter-layer coherence
and correlations3.
Although the microscopic picture of the electron
physics in these systems is well understood in terms of
the Laughlin wave-function4 — at least for those sys-
tems for which only the first Landau level is occupied —
it is also useful to have a purely long-wavelength descrip-
tion of the effective degrees of freedom which are relevant
(in the renormalization-group – RG – sense) for the low-
energy transport measurements. As is well-known from
the study of superconductors (for which the BCS the-
ory can be understood as the relevant effective descrip-
tion for energies near the superconducting gap5), such
a long-distance description complements the microscopic
picture by identifying the domain of validity of the low-
energy predictions and so thereby allowing a better un-
derstanding of the robustness of various low-energy phe-
nomena.
For homogeneous Quantum Hall systems the large
number of available ground states (compared, for ex-
ample to a BCS superconductor) complicates the low-
energy description of the theory, and the detailed form
of the effective theory applicable at mK temperatures is
not yet fully understood. It has been suggested by a
number of authors6,7 that there is a large discrete group,
Γ0(2) ⊂ SL(2, Z), that maps between these ground states
— using complex conductivities, σ = σxy+iσxx, the map
is
σ → aσ + b
cσ + d
(1)
where a, b, c and d are integers constrained by ad−bc = 1
and c is even. This symmetry commutes with the scal-
ing flow in a sense that will be explained below. In-
deed, much of the data concerning the transitions be-
tween plateaux follows very robustly simply from the
existence of this symmetry8. (We call this a ‘symme-
try’ even though it relates distinct phases of the system,
rather than commuting with the Hamiltonian describing
low-energy fluctuations within any one phase. We use
this name because the group is a symmetry of the scal-
ing flow.) On the theoretical side this symmetry was
first proposed on both phenomenological7 and then on
more microscopic grounds9, before being derived as a
consequence of particle-vortex duality for the relevant
charge carriers10 and then on very general grounds for
two-dimensional conformal field theories11. The increas-
ing generality of the assumptions which enter into these
derivations helps to explain the surprisingly broad do-
main of validity of the observations, which apply well
beyond the immediate vicinity of the critical points to
which they were originally expected to be restricted. In-
2deed the more recent derivations show these symmetries
even go beyond the domain of linear response12, in agree-
ment with observations13.
As yet, there has not been an exhaustive study of the
implications of this emergent discrete symmetry for the
physics of spin-degenerate Landau levels14 or of bilayer
systems. It is the purpose of this paper to do so, and we
find that the symmetry has a number of observational
implications, including the following.
• The Symmetry: In the single-layer case there are two
classes of emergent symmetry, depending on whether or
not the charge carriers are related by symmetry transfor-
mations to bosons or to fermions10. The corresponding
symmetry for the bilayer system is determined by which
of these symmetries applies to the individual layers in
the limit where they are independent. Given that all
known spin-split monolayer QHE systems appear to be
described by the fermionic symmetry, Γ0(2) ⊂ SL(2, Z),
we concentrate for the most part in this paper on the gen-
eralization of the purely fermionic symmetry. By com-
bining the symmetries of each separate layer with the
symmetry of layer interchange we are led to a particu-
lar discrete subgroup G ⊂ Sp(4, Z). A similar analysis
of the group which is appropriate to systems built from
‘bosonic’ layers is straightforward, and is also presented
in the event that such layers should be experimentally
realized.
• Low-Temperature Fixed Points: Since the symmetry
commutes with the flow, it makes universal predictions
for the kinds of fixed points which are possible at low tem-
peratures. Unlike the monolayer case, there cannot be a
one-to-one relation between the experimental variables
— temperature, T , magnetic field, B, inter-layer sepa-
ration, d, and charge carrier density, ns — and the six
conductivities which are possible for composite systems
built from bilayers (in principle there could be a one-to-
one correspondence for identical bilayers, with only four
independent conductivities, but we are not aware of any
experimental data that systematically explores the full
parameter range). Not all phases can be explored for a
given bilayer sample as T , B and d are varied, and a
consequence of this observation is that the possible at-
tractive fixed points which are allowed by the symme-
tries can depend on other microscopic factors, such as
the relative importance of tunnelling and inter-layer or
intra-layer Coulomb energies. We identify three classes
of flow which are consistent with the bilayer symmetry,
and identify the universal low-energy fixed points which
each predicts. These include all of the known phases
which have been observed for these systems, with one
describing widely-separated mono-layers, and the other
two corresponding to correlated bilayers in two situations
distinguished by the relative size of the tunnelling and
inter-layer Coulomb energies.
• Semicircles: In the single-layer case, when particle-hole
symmetry is present, knowledge of the temperature flow
implied the system moved on semi-circular trajectories
within the conductivity plane when magnetic fields are
varied at low temperatures. This conclusion has general-
izations to the three categories of flows described above.
In particular, for samples exhibiting particle-hole symme-
try, semicircular transitions are again predicted for spe-
cific combinations of conductivities in the cases of widely-
separated layers and for bilayers with large tunnelling
energies.
• Selection Rules: We show how the experimentally-
successful selection rule, pq′ − p′q = ±1, for monolayer
transitions between plateaux characterized by Hall con-
ductivities p/q and p′/q′ (in units of e2/h), generalizes to
bilayer systems. For bilayers precisely the same selection
rule holds (for particular combinations of conductivities)
for all three categories of flow mentioned above.
• Unresolved Layers: It is often the case that the sep-
arate conductivities are not measured independently for
bilayer systems, and we show in this case how the above
predictions reduce to the case where only the total con-
ductivity is measured. This allows the predictions of the
symmetry to be applied more directly to single-layer sys-
tems for which it is the electron spins (or other labels)
which distinguish the two ‘layers’. The predictions in this
case include the existence of even-denominator states and
the selection rule becomes pq′−p′q = ±s, where s = 1 or
2, depending on which of the three categories of flow is
under consideration. For systems with particle-hole sym-
metry there should be semicircular transitions between
these states.
II. EMERGENT SYMMETRY OF THE
LOW-ENERGY THEORY
In this section we briefly describe the properties of the
emergent symmetry in the bosonic and fermionic cases,
starting first with a restatement of what is known for
a single conducting fluid (as appropriate to a spin-split
Landau level in a monolayer sample) and then general-
izing to the case of two fluids (as would apply to a spin-
degenerate layer or a bilayer consisting of two spin-split
Quantum Hall systems).
A. Single-Layer Case
It is the case of a spin-split single Landau level which
has been longest studied, and we follow here the descrip-
tion of ref.10. In this reference it is argued that there are
two operations which commute with the scaling flow in
the low-energy limit of any system in two spatial dimen-
sions for which the quasi-particle charge carriers relevant
to transport measurements are weakly-coupled particles
or vortices. These two generators do not commute with
one another and their repeated application generates a
large discrete group which resides within SL(2, Z).
3In two dimensions particle statistics is described by
an angle, ϕ, which represents the phase, eiϕ, which the
particles acquire if they are adiabatically moved around
one another. The first of the symmetry operations which
must commute with the flow is simply the addition of
2π statistics flux to the relevant charge-carrying quasi-
particles, since this does not change at all the accumu-
lated phase.
The second symmetry generator arises when the quasi-
particles relevant for transport in some of the system’s
phases are weakly-coupled vortices rather than charges.
In this case the similar kinematics of charges and vor-
tices in 2 dimensions implies the flow commutes with the
operation of particle-vortex interchange.
Ref.10 shows that these two operations have a very
simple action on the electromagnetic response of the 2D
system, which for conductors and semi-conductors acts
on the complex conductivities σ ≡ σxy + iσxx as a frac-
tional linear transformation:
σ → aσ + b
cσ + d
, (2)
where the integers a, b, c and d satisfy ad − bc = 1.
Because this is invariant under a change of sign for the
constants a through d, this defines the group PSL(2, Z).
It is convenient to express the transformations of this
type in terms of two standard ones:
S(σ) = − 1
σ
and T (σ) = σ + 1 , (3)
which satisfy the identity (ST )3 = 1. For instance, the
implications for the conductivities of the addition of 2π
statistics flux to the charge carriers can be written in
terms of these generators as the combination ST 2S, or
σ → σ′, with
1
σ′
=
1
σ
− 2 . (4)
This transformation was first derived by Jain and
collaborators15, although only in the context of σxy and
not on the full uper-half complex plane.
The modular group has fixed points, in the sense that
there are a special set of points σ∗ for which there exists
an element γ of the modular group that leaves σ∗ invari-
ant, γ(σ∗) = σ∗. Quantum Hall plateaux are examples of
such fixed points lying on the real axis, σ∗,xx = 0, with
σ∗,xy = p/q a rational number (the requirement that q
be odd for semiconductors restricts the modular group
to a subgroup as described in section II.A.2 below).
It is the specific values taken by the integers a through
d for the particle-vortex interchange which differs in the
bosonic and fermionic cases, so we consider each of these
cases separately after first discussing the implications of
this symmetry for the scaling flow.
1. Scaling Flow
The requirement that the scaling flow of the quantum
Hall effect commute with this infinite discrete group16
strongly restricts the general form of the flow in Quan-
tum Hall systems. The statement that the symmetry
commutes with the flow means that the scaling function,
the logarithmic derivative of the conductivity along a flow
line F(σ, σ¯) = dσds where s is the logarithm of the scale,
is the same regardless of whether the modular group is
applied before or after taking the derivative, i.e
F(σ, σ¯) = dσ
ds
⇔ F(γ(σ), γ(σ¯)) = dγ(σ)
ds
. (5)
This proves to be a very strong restriction and has the
consequence that fixed points of the modular symmetry
must necessarily be fixed points of the scaling flow, i.e.
if σ∗ is such that there exists an element γ ∈ Γ0(2) which
leaves σ∗ invariant, γ(σ∗) = σ∗, then σ∗ is necessarily a
fixed point of the scaling flow and F(σ∗, σ¯∗) = 0.16
The original scaling arguments of Khmel’nitskii17 and
Pruisken18 were obtained from RG techniques, using
an ‘effective’ sample size L. In general the conductiv-
ity would be expected to be a function of a number
of parameters, such as the magnetic field, the temper-
ature, the charge carrier density, the impurity density
and the size. If the charge carrier and impurity densi-
ties are fixed then we have σ(B, T, L), but simple scaling
says that σ is dimensionless (in units with e2/h = 1)
so it only depends on two independent arguments and
can be written as σ(B/Lη, T/Lρ) for some pair of expo-
nents η and ρ, or alternatively as σ(B/T η
′
, L/T ρ
′
) for a
different pair η′ and ρ′. One expects a different flow de-
pending on whether the effective sample size L is varied,
FL := L dσdL = −ηB ∂σ∂B T − ρT ∂σ∂T B, or the temperature
T is varied, FT := T dσdT = −η′B ∂σ∂B L − ρ′L ∂σ∂LB. If B is
held fixed then FL = −ρT ∂σ∂T and FT = −ρ′L ∂σ∂L .
Anticipating the discussion of fermions and consider-
ing figure 1 below, where an example of the flow dictated
by modular symmetry is shown, we note that the topol-
ogy of the flow does not require full knowledge of the
functional form of F . If figure 1 is taken to represent FL
one can multiply FL by any function of L which is non-
vanishing away from the critical points and the topology
of the figure does not change. Alternatively, if figure 1
represents FT one can multiply FT by any function of
T which is non-vanishing away from the critical points
and the topology of the figure does not change. These
two alternative views are quite compatible, indeed figure
1 could represent both FL and FT , if their ratio is a non-
vanishing real function of T and L, and this is perhaps
not unreasonable from a field theoretical point of view in
2+1 dimensions. L can be taken to be the size of the sys-
tem, e.g. the spatial extent of the system at low T , while
in field theory 1/T would be the temporal extent of the
system, so the distinction between the two functions is
that of temporal versus spatial variations. Indeed there
is experimental evidence that L ∼ T−p/2 with p = 2.19
4The experiments of Murzin et al20 are in remarkable
agreement with figure 1 below and indicate that it is
reasonable to consider the flows obtained from modular
symmetry for semi-conductors as arising from FT . In the
following we shall take the pragmatic attitude, given the
experimental data, that the flows represent FT .
2. Fermionic Symmetry
If the charge carriers for one of the system’s phases are
fermions (or related to fermions by a symmetry transfor-
mation), then the implications for the conductivities of
interchanging a particle with a vortex is σ → σ′ with
σ′ =
σ − 1
2σ − 1 . (6)
The group generated by iterating this transition with
that of eq. (4) consists of all PSL(2, Z) transformations
for which c is even, which defines the subgroup Γ0(2).
This group is generated by the two generators T and
ST 2S.
When supplemented with a symmetry interchanging
particles and holes (i.e. σ → 1 − σ¯) completely deter-
mines a particular class of semicircular flow lines8. Com-
bining this with a boundary condition at high tempera-
tures (or vanishing magnetic field, etc.) to fix the overall
direction of flow leads to the desired observational con-
sequences.
Figure 1: (Color online) Temperature flow lines for the Γ0(2)-
invariant flow of σ. σxy is plotted along the horizontal axis and
σxx up the vertical axis, in units with e2/h=1. The arrows on the
figure indicate the flow direction for decreasing temperature,
assuming the samples behave as monolayer semi-conductors
when B = 0.
For instance, assuming the flow direction at large σxx
(or at σxy = 0) corresponds to that of a semiconducting
monolayer sample leads to the temperature flow shown
in Figure 1 (which is a more detailed version of figure 1 in
the first reference of 8), where the arrows indicate the di-
rection of decreasing temperature and different flow lines
correspond to different values of B. As the temperature
is lowered the flow from above is forced onto semicircles
of unit diameter spanning the integers on the real line
and, at low enough temperatures, these semcircles are
followed when B is varied to force transitions between
integer Hall plateaux. This pattern is repeated in a self-
similar pattern for transitions between rational fractions.
There are completely attractive fixed points on the real
line at rational fractions σ = p/q with q odd (these are
images of σ = 1 under the group action) and completely
repulsive fixed points at even denominators, σ = p/q
with q even (these are images of σ = i∞). There are
saddle points, attractive in one direction and repulsive
in another, at σ = (1 + i)/2 and its images — these
represent critical points on the transition between two
Hall plateaux as the magnetic field is varied.
In the mathematical limit of perfect modular symme-
try there is a fractal structure just above the real line, but
in any real sample there is obviously a maximum value for
the denominator of the filling fraction — there can be no
truly infinite fractals in Nature — though purer samples
with higher mobilities can achieve higher denominators.
Among the consequences of this flow are the following
universal properties
M1 The flow as temperatures go to zero is towards the
attractive fixed points, the complete list of which
is σ = p/q with q odd.
M2 The plateaux, σ = p/q and σ′ = p′/q′, which may
be connected by a semicircle must satisfy the selec-
tion rule p q′ − p′q = ±1.
M3 If particle-hole interchange is also a symmetry, in
the sense of creating a hole when a particle is re-
moved from a full Landau level (σ → 1 − σ), then
at low temperatures the flow between plateaux ob-
tained as magnetic fields are varied traverses a
semicircle in the complex conductivity plane, with
the semicircle centered on the real axis8. This in-
cludes also vertical lines, which may be regarded
as infinitely large semicircles, leading to the curves
shown in Figure 1.
These describe very well the observed transitions which
are seen in the spin-split single-layer Quantum Hall sys-
tems in semiconducting hetero-junctions.
3. Bosonic Symmetry
On the other hand, if the charge carriers for one of the
system’s phases should be bosons (or related to them by
a symmetry transformation), then the group generated
by iterating Particle-Vortex interchange with 2π statis-
tics flux addition consists of all those PSL(2, Z) trans-
formations for which both b and c are even, or for which
both are odd. This defines the subgroup Γθ, which is
generated by the two generators S and ST 2S (or equiv-
alently S and T 2). This symmetry was first suggested in
connection with the quantum Hall effect in ref.6.
5The requirement that the flow commute with this
group dictates its observational consequences8. These in-
clude the last two consequences listed above for fermionic
systems, but the first consequence is instead changed to
M1′ The flow as temperatures go to zero is towards the
attractive fixed points, the complete list of which
is σ = p/q, where p and q are relatively prime and
the product p q must be even.
Notice in this case that the selection rule M2 requires
transitions to be between plateaux for which p/q =
even/odd and those for which p/q = odd/even.
Because the fixed points differ between the cases of
bosons and fermions, the precise properties of the semi-
circles predicted in the bosonic and fermionic cases dif-
fer in detail. Pictures of the allowed semicircles in both
cases are given in ref.10. Unlike for the fermionic case,
experimental systems exhibiting these predictions were
not known, although the recent observations of Quan-
tum Hall phenomena in graphene may provide the first
example.21
B. Double-Layer Case
For Quantum Hall bilayers there are more conductivi-
ties which are accessible to observations, since there are
Ohmic and Hall conductivities for each layer separately,
σ11 and σ22, as well as the inter-layer conductivities,
σ12 = σ21. Here the labels ‘1’ and ‘2’ distinguish the two
layers, and each of the σij are complex numbers, whose
real part gives the corresponding Hall conductivity and
whose imaginary part gives the Ohmic conductivity.
Our interest is to generalize the discrete symmetry of
the single-layer case to the bilayer context, and it is con-
venient for this purpose to group these complex conduc-
tivities into a complex matrix
Σ =
(
σ11 σ12
σ21 σ22
)
. (7)
In this case we know that the flow must commute with
the action of the discrete symmetry when it is applied to
each layer separately. If the layers are identical we may
also demand that the flow commute with the symmetry
corresponding to the interchange of the two layers. This
leads us to expect there to be a total of 5 independent
symmetry generators in the bilayer case.
In terms of the matrix Σ these transformations form a
subgroup of the discrete group
Σ→ (AΣ +B)(CΣ +D)−1 , (8)
where the 2 × 2 matrices A, B, C and D have integer
entries. Denoting the transpose by the superscript ‘t’,
these matrices must satisfy the conditions ABt = BAt,
CDt = DCt and ADt − BCt = 1. The four matrices
A,B,C andD, with this constraint, represent an element
γ =
(
A B
C D
)
of the group Sp(4, Z). A mathematical
property of this transformation that is important for the
physics of the quantum Hall effect in bilayers is that,
when the imaginary part of Σ is positive (i.e. its eigen-
values are positive) then (8) preserves this property.
Since the precise subgroup defined by the particle-
vortex symmetry for each layer depends on whether the
pseudo-particle charge carriers are related by the symme-
try to bosons or fermions, the same is also true for the
bilayer case. We must ask for the explicit form for the
matrices A through D separately for the case of bosonic
and fermionic systems.
1. Fermionic Symmetry
For bilayers built from two fermionic layers the 5 sym-
metry generators can be taken to be given by the follow-
ing transformations, which express the symmetry Γ0(2)
acting separately on each layer, together with interlayer
interchange, P . Collecting the matrices A through D
into a 4× 4 matrix
γ ≡
(
A B
C D
)
(9)
the 5 generators are
T1 =
(
1 1
2
(1 + τ3)
0 1
)
S1T
2
1 S1 =
( −τ3 0
1 + τ3 −τ3
)
T2 =
(
1 1
2
(1 − τ3)
0 1
)
S2T
2
2 S2 =
(
τ3 0
1− τ3 τ3
)
and P =
(
τ1 0
0 τ1
)
. (10)
Here τk denotes the usual 2× 2 Pauli matrices, with
τ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
and τ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (11)
Most of the remainder of this paper is devoted to the ex-
ploration of the observational consequences of this sym-
metry.
2. Bosonic Symmetry
Before exploring the consequences the fermionic bilayer
symmetry, we pause briefly to record the symmetry which
would apply to bilayers built from two bosonic layers. In
this case the 5 symmetry generators can instead be found
by replacing the generators T1 and T2 by the following
two generators
S1 =
(
1
2
(1− τ3) 12 (1 + τ3)
− 1
2
(1 + τ3)
1
2
(1− τ3)
)
S2 =
(
1
2
(1 + τ3)
1
2
(1− τ3)
− 1
2
(1 − τ3) 12 (1 + τ3)
)
. (12)
6For simplicity we here do not further explore the conse-
quences of this group.
C. Identical Layers
In order to explore the consequences of the fermionic
bilayer symmetry, G, it is useful to specialize to the ex-
perimentally relevant case where both of the layers are
identical. In this case we may write the intra-layer con-
ductivities as σ11 = σ22 ≡ σ, and the inter-layer conduc-
tivities as σ12 = σ21 ≡ σ˜, and so
Σ =
(
σ σ˜
σ˜ σ
)
= σ τ0 + σ˜ τ1 , (13)
where τ0 = I denotes the 2 × 2 unit matrix. With this
choice the generator P acts trivially on Σ.
In this case the implications of the remaining four gen-
erators of G are more conveniently identified by following
its action on the following combinations σ± := σ ± σ˜, in
terms of which we have
Σ = σ+ τ+ + σ− τ− , (14)
where τ± denote the projection matrices τ± =
1
2
(τ0±τ1).
Physically, the conductivities σ± describe correlations of
the currents J± = J1±J2, where Ji denotes the electrical
current passing through layer ‘i’.
The action of G on these variables is most simply
expressed by also focussing on the matrices A through
D which can also be written in terms of τ±: A =
a+ τ+ + a− τ−, and so on. The integers a±, b±, c± and
d± obtained in this way must satisfy andn − bncn = 1
separately for n = + and n = −. Similarly, the matrix
C obtained in this way is even provided the constants c±
are also even.
Using these matrices it is clear that the action of G on
Σ decomposes into a separate Γ0(2) ⊂ SL(2, Z) action
on each of σ± — denoted Γ
±
0 (2) — with
σn → an σn + bn
cn σn + dn
, n = ± . (15)
It is also clear that these two copies of Γ0(2) commute
with one another.
The advantage of writing things this way is that it
allows the results of ref.10 to be taken over in whole cloth,
since this action is mathematically identical to the action
of the fermionic symmetry on a monolayer. In particular,
we see that writing the symmetry in this way implies
that as the temperature is varied, the topology of the
flow is given as in ref.10. There are then potentially two
qualitatively different flow patterns, which differ only in
the direction of the flow along the lines drawn in Figure
1.
When the flow with decreasing temperature is in the
same direction as is shown in Figure 1 then an initially
large Ohmic conductivity falls with temperature, as is the
case for the semiconducting monolayer systems. Conti-
nuity implies that this direction of flow also holds in the
limit of bilayers which consist of two monolayers which
are sufficiently far apart from one another. This need no
longer be true if a transition should occur to a qualita-
tively different ground state at a critical separation, such
as happens once inter-layer correlations become impor-
tant.
The curves followed when magnetic field, B, (or car-
rier density, n) are varied at low temperatures can also
be inferred from temperature-flow diagrams like Figure
1. For these purposes notice that different vertical lines
correspond to different initial magnetic fields, and (given
the direction of flow given in Figure 1) if these start
from the top of the figure (as is true for comparatively
low-mobility samples) then they are attracted to integer
plateaux (such as those at σ = 0 and σ = 1 in Figure
1) as T → 0. By comparing the position for differing
magnetic fields at a common low temperature once can
see that the trajectories followed as B is varied for fixed
T near zero lie along the separatrix defined by the semi-
circle connecting σ = 0 to σ = 1 in Figure 1.10 In this
case the existence of the symmetry implies the following
generalizations of the monolayer predictions to bilayer
systems.
B1 The flow as temperatures go to zero is towards the
attractive fixed points, the complete list of which
is σ± = p±/q± with q± odd.
B2 The plateaux, σ± = p±/q± and σ
′ = p′±/q
′
±, which
may be related by such a semicircle must satisfy
the selection rule pnq
′
n − p′nqn = ±1 separately for
n = + and n = −.
B3 At low temperatures (if particle-hole interchange is
a symmetry) the flow between plateaux obtained as
the magnetic field are varied traverses a semicircle
in the complex σ+ and a semi-circle the complex
σ− plane, with the semicircles centered on the real
axis in each case. This last prediction assumes the
two plateaux in question lie in the same in super-
universality class — an exception to this semicir-
cle rule arises if the varying magnetic field triggers
a change in the category of the super-universality
class of the transitions (as we discuss in more detail
below).
On the other hand, bilayers states have been seen
which exhibit properties more usually associated with su-
perconductors rather than semiconductors and for these
states an initially large conductivity would be expected
to get larger as the temperatures drops, rather than lower
as in a semiconductor. For these states the flow for de-
creasing temperature is again along the lines of Figure
1, but with the direction of the flow lines reversed from
those drawn in the figure. The existence of such a flow
is consistent with the symmetry, and cannot be excluded
on continuity grounds if the bilayer system in question
7is separated from the limit of well-separated layers by a
discontinuous transition.
Indeed, we shall argue below that real bilayer systems
do exhibit low-temperature fixed points of this new form,
including examples22,23 for which σ+ =
1
4
and others24
for which the resistivity matrix is given by
− Σ−1 =
(
1 1
1 1
)
. (16)
These states, which arise for small inter-layer tunnelling
energies, are believed to involve a superfluid condensa-
tion of the current corresponding to opposite-charge flow
in the two layers, and so is necessarily separated from the
limit of widely-separated layers by a phase transition. We
return to a more detailed discussion of the phenomenol-
ogy of these new flows below.
For any such a phase having reversed flow direction,
repeating the arguments of ref.10 leads instead to the
following predictions
B1′ The flow as temperatures go to zero is towards the
attractive fixed points, the complete list of which
is σ± = p±/q± with p± odd and q± even.
B2′ The plateaux, σ± = p±/q± and σ
′ = p′±/q
′
±, which
may be related by such a trajectory must satisfy
the selection rule pnq
′
n − p′nqn = ±2 separately for
n = + and n = −.
B3′ At low temperatures, if particle-hole interchange is
a symmetry, the flow between plateaux obtained as
the magnetic field is varied traverses a semicircle in
the complex σ+ and a semi-circle in the complex
σ− plane.
As discussed above, both of the latter two predictions re-
quire there to be no discontinuous transition as B is var-
ied which could change the category of super-universality
class of symmetries that is relevant.
We see in this way the possibility of two different cat-
egories of transitions amongst bilayer systems (and two
more if Γθ should also be a relevant group), with each be-
ing governed by a qualitatively different kind of flow. In
both cases the trajectories of the conductivities has the
shape given by Fig. 1, but the two categories differ in the
direction of this flow as the temperature falls. The above
predictions apply to the transitions between phases, pro-
vided that the phases involved both belong to the same
category.
D. Two Layers Unresolved
More often than not experiments do not separately dis-
tinguish the currents and voltages in any one layer, and
quote only a partial measurement corresponding to the
total current and voltage across both layers. This is the
case both for bona fide bilayer systems as well as for spin-
degenerate monolayers for which it is electron spin which
plays the role of layer number. Because these types of
measurements are so common, we pause here to state
what the above symmetry statements become in this im-
portant special case.
If the layers (or spins) are not distinguished observa-
tionally, then all that is measured is the total conduc-
tivity, σT , which is related to the inter- and intra-layer
conductivities by σT = σ11+σ22+σ12+σ21. In the case
of identical layers this simplifies to
σT = 2(σ + σ˜) = 2 σ+ . (17)
Since we have seen that the bilayer symmetry generates
a Γ0(2) action of σ+ onto itself, we see that it also must
generate an action on σT . Interestingly, because of the
factor of 2 in the relationship between σT and σ+, the
action generated on σT is not simply Γ0(2). Instead, it
is the transformation σT → (aσT + b)/(cσT + d) with b
even, which defines the group Γ0(2) ⊂ SL(2, Z).29 This
can be seen because Γ0(2) is generated by T 2 and STS
and σT → σT + 2 and σT → σT /(1− σT ) are clearly
equivalent to σ+ → σ+ + 1 and σ+ → σ+/(1− 2σ+)
when σT = 2 σ+.
We see that the total conductivity, σT , of unresolved
bilayer systems enjoys a Γ0(2) symmetry, which has
slightly different consequences than does Γ0(2). There
are again two cases, depending on the overall direction
of the flow as the temperature decreases. In particular, if
the flow lines are the same as for a semiconducting mono-
layer, predictions B1−B3 for σ+ imply the following for
σT :
S1 The flow as temperatures go to zero is towards the
attractive fixed points, the complete list of which
is σT = p/q with p even and q odd.
S2 The plateaux, σT = p/q and σ
′ = p′/q′, which
may be related by varying magnetic fields at low
temperatures must satisfy the selection rule p q′ −
p′q = ±2.
S3 For samples exhibiting particle-hole symmetry the
flow between plateaux obtained by varying the
magnetic field at low temperature traverses a semi-
circle in the complex σT plane, with the semicircle
centered on the real axis.
As usual the latter two of these predictions requires there
is no discontinuous change of ground state as the transi-
tion is made. In particular, continuity implies that these
properties hold in the limit of widely-separated monolay-
ers, for which interlayer coherence and correlations are
negligible.
On the other hand, for transitions within the cate-
gory for which the direction of the flow lines is reversed
compared with Fig. 1 we have instead the predictions
B1′ −B3′ for σ+, which in the present context become:
S1′ The flow as temperatures go to zero is towards the
attractive fixed points, the complete list of which
is σT = p/q with p odd.
8S2′ The plateaux, σT = p/q and σ
′
T = p
′/q′, which
may be related at low temperatures by varying the
magnetic field must satisfy the selection rule p q′ −
p′q = ±1.30
S3′ For systems with particle-hole symmetry the tra-
jectory traversed when varying B at low tempera-
tures follows a semicircle centered on the real axis.
E. Transitions With Varying B
We see that, when particle-hole symmetry is present,
the condition that the flow commute with the bilayer
symmetry predicts a generalized semicircle law for the
trajectories which the conductivities take at low temper-
atures as B is varied. However, since changes in B can
also drive transitions between the different categories of
phases of the bilayer systems, it is important to keep in
mind that the semicircular trajectories need not follow
if the system undergoes a transition from one category
of phases to another. In order to understand the im-
plications of the above predictions for real systems we
must therefore keep track of how the phase of the system
changes as the magnetic field, B, (or magnetic length,
ℓ ∝ B−1/2) varies.
1. Relevant Energy Scales
Physically, we expect that the kinds of phases which
are possible for a given system depends on the relative
strength of a typical inter-layer tunnelling matrix energy,
∆, compared with the inter- and intra-plane Coulomb
correlation energies: V 12c and V
11
c . In terms of these
quantities we expect the following three regimes, which
are schematically pictured as a ‘phase diagram’ in Figure
2 and discussed experimentally in25,26:
• When ∆ dominates both V 11c and V 12c then inter-
layer tunnelling is large and the number of elec-
trons in each layer is not separately conserved. In
this case the Fermi level can fall between the en-
ergies of the states whose wave-functions are sym-
metric and antisymmetric under inter-layer inter-
change, leading to what is effectively a single-layer
system, denoted “Single Monolayer” in figure 2. If
Γ0(2) is the relevant group then the older predic-
tions, M1−M3 or M1′ −M3′, given above which
apply. This would be expected to be the case at
small B.
• If V 11c is sufficiently dominant over V 12c and ∆ then
we expect the system to behave as two independent
layers, denoted “Independent Layers” in the figure.
In this case we expect the direction of the temper-
ature flow to be the same as for each monolayers
separately, and if Γ0(2) is the relevant group then
it is the predictions B1 − B3, above, which apply.
(If the conductivities in each layer are not distin-
guished, then it is instead the predictions S1− S3
which would be relevant.)
• When V 12c and V 11c are both more important than
∆, then inter-layer Coulomb correlations play a role
and we expect new bilayer plateaux to appear, de-
noted “Correlated Layers” in figure 2. This in-
cludes the situation of Bose-Einstein condensation
among the exciton states which form from pairs of
electrons and holes in different layers. In this situa-
tion the existence of the superfluid state leads us to
expect the temperature flow to be opposite to that
of the decoupled monolayers, because conductivity
decreases in a semi-conductor as the temperature
is lowered and increases in a superconductor. This
leads to the expectation that predictions S1′− S3′
are the relevant ones.
Independent
Layers
Layers
Correlated
Single
Monolayer
1
c ∆V   /
12
1
11
c ∆V   /
Figure 2: A sketch of the ‘phase diagram’ describing the
three regimes described in the text as functions of intra-
layer and inter-layer Coulomb correlation energies norm-
alized to the tunnelling energy, ∆.
So far this entire discussion applies just as well to
spin-degenerate single-layer QHE systems as it does to
spin-split bilayers, provided that we identify ∆ as the
Zeeman-splitting matrix element which is responsible for
the non-Coulomb part of the energy difference between
the differing spin states.
2. Magnetic Field Dependence
Because the energies ∆, V 11c and V
12
c all depend dif-
ferently on the magnetic field strength, any particular
sample traverses a trajectory in the phase diagram of
Figure 2 as B is varied. It is here that we must dis-
tinguish between bilayer and spin-degenerate monolayer
systems, because they differ in the B-dependence which
9is likely for these energy scales. This difference has im-
portant implications for the kinds of trajectories which
are possible in Figure 2 for each type of system as the
magnetic field is varied.
Bilayer Systems:
For bilayers ∆ is not expected to depend strongly on B,
but it does depend strongly on the inter-layer distance
d, falling to zero exponentially quickly as the layers are
separated. The way in which the phase structure can de-
pend on magnetic field was examined in27 and figure 3 is
a sketch of figure 1 from that reference. That analysis in-
dicates that, at large B, the ratio of the two length scales
d and the magnetic length l ∝ 1/√B determines whether
or not the system behaves as two independent monolay-
ers or as a correlated bi-layer, as shown in figure 3 below.
As the magnetic field increases, at constant charge car-
rier density, the importance of the intra-layer Coulomb
energy (V 11c ∝ 1/l ∝
√
B) relative to ∆ increases until
intra-layer Coulomb interactions destroy the correlated
state and the system behaves as independent bi-layers,
provided V 11c >> V
12
c ∼ 1/d.
d / l
/ V∆ 11c
Figure 3: An illustration of the relative strengths of the intra
-layer Coulomb energy and ∆ compared to the dimensionless
ratio d/l, taken from27. The curves correspond to increasing
B at constant charge carrier density and the correlated bi-
layer state is only realised below the dotted line.
We see from these considerations that for semiconduct-
ing bilayers at small magnetic fields ∆ should always
dominate over Coulomb energies, implying a description
in terms of a single monolayer, for which the predictions
M1 − M3 would be expected to hold. As B increases
the Coulomb correlation energies become more impor-
tant and, if V 12c becomes important enough, a transition
to the correlated bilayer regime can occur (for which pre-
dictions like B1′ −B3′ can apply), depending on the de-
tailed properties of the sample in question. Eventually
for large enough B we expect V 11c to dominate, leading
to the behaviour of independent bilayers, for which we
expect B1−B3 to be relevant.
As we shall see, this sequence of pictures seems to pro-
vide a good description of the kinds of phases which
are seen in real Quantum Hall bilayers, although more
detailed measurements to confirm or refute this picture
would be most welcome.
Spin-Degenerate Monolayers:
A similar discussion can be made for spin systems, with
two provisos: (i) that the conductivities of the two spins
of electron are not separately measured; and (ii) that
some of the relevant energy scales depend differently on
B than they do for bilayer systems.
For spin systems the quantities V 12c and V
11
c measure
the spin-dependent matrix elements of the Coulomb in-
teraction in a single plane, and so for the purposes of the
qualitative estimates in this section we take both to be
proportional to 1/ℓ ∝ B1/2. For spin systems we also
take the matrix element ∆ to be due to the Zeeman in-
teraction, and so ∆ ∝ B.
3
2
0
2.5
1.5
B
0.80.60.40 0.2
0.5
1
Figure 4: (Color online) A sketch of the energies V 11c
(upper) and V 12c (lower) for monolayer systems with
spin-degenerate electrons. The straight line shows
the Zeeman splitting, ∆.
Figure 4 gives a sketch of the relative size of these en-
ergies as functions of B. In the case sketched the small-B
regime is dominated by the Coulomb energies, assuming
a sample with high enough mobility that Quantum Hall
plateaux are visible at all. Assuming Γ0(2) is the relevant
group, this leads to the predictions S1−S3 (or S1′−S3′),
depending on the relative importance of V 11c and V
12
c .
31
For larger B the energy ∆ eventually dominates to the
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extent that our simple B parameterization continues to
hold, leading to a monolayer behaviour, with predictions
M1−M3.
III. APPLICATIONS
We now explore how the above observations can be
used to make nontrivial predictions for real Quantum
Hall systems. What makes this tricky is the fact that
when B is varied, real systems can cross over between
the different kinds of categories of phases (as described
above) for which different symmetry predictions ap-
ply. Such transitions are problematic because we only
know that the predictions hold for transitions amongst
plateaux within any one of these categories, and not for
transitions in between different categories.
In order to see how the above arguments may be used
in practice, we now examine their implications in more
detail for several bilayer systems for which experimental
results are available in the literature. Our strategy for
doing so relies on the fact that for each category described
above there are three different nontrivial predictions: (i)
those governing the kinds of plateaux allowed (e.g. B1,
S1, B1′ or S1′); (ii) those governing the selection rules
which express the plateaux that may be obtained from
any given one by varying B (e.g. B2, S2, B2′ or S2′);
and (iii) those describing the shape of the trajectories
which the conductivities take asB is varied between these
plateaux (e.g. B3, S3, B3′ and S3′). Our strategy is
to use the kinds of plateaux to identify the category of
phases which are present for each value of B. Once these
categories are identified in this way we may then test the
existence of the symmetry by asking whether the other
two predictions hold for transitions within each category.
A. Unresolved Bilayers
Most of the bilayer systems which have been stud-
ied experimentally fall into our ‘single layer’ category,
for which only the total conductivity, σT , is measured.
For the purposes of this section we take the example
of refs.22,23, which together provided the first evidence
for new kinds of Hall plateaux in these systems having
σT =
1
2
. Both of these references provide explicit traces
of the total Ohmic and Hall resistances at low temper-
atures as functions of magnetic field. A representative
trace as given in ref.22 is reproduced here as Figure 5.
At weak fields a series of integer plateaux are seen with
σT = 5, 4, 3 culminating in the first fractional state at
σT =
8
3
. This is what is expected when tunnelling dom-
inates, including the appearance of the fractional state
once the Coulomb interaction becomes large enough to
compete with the others. Throughout this region we ex-
pect predictions M1−M3 to apply, including the selec-
tion rule |pq′ − p′q| = 1 (which can be seen from Fig. 5).
The success of the picture can be tested on samples with
particle-hole symmetry due to the prediction M3 of a
semicircle law for these transitions, for which measure-
ments would be most welcome.
Although all of the plateaux visible in Fig. 5 have odd
denominators, they cannot all be explained by the regime
for which ∆ dominates. Instead a transition occurs to
the independent-bilayer category, for which predictions
S1 − S3 apply. The plateaux in Fig. 5 with ν > 8/3
do indeed have even numerators, but this in itself is not
sufficient to distinguish between M1 and S1. That the
transition to S1 − S2 occurs is instead seen in Fig. 5
from the change to the selection rule |pq′ − p′q| = 2 for
the plateaux above σT =
8
3
, indicating that S2 applies
rather thanM2. For particle-hole symmetric samples S3
the prediction of a semicircle law again applies, but one
which links plateaux obeying the new selection rule (S2)
rather than the old one (M2).
Figure 5: Resistance traces for a bilayer system, reproduced
from Fig. 2 of Suen et.al.22. B increases to the right in
this plot, with the same scale as for Fig. 7.
Of all the visible plateaux the selection rule |pq′−p′q| =
2 only fails for the transition from σT =
6
5
to σT =
6
7
, but
there also appears to be considerable structure between
these two plateaux (including the incipient state at σT =
1 — more about which below) which indicates unresolved
intervening physics.
Figure 6 displays the plateaux found for the same
sample but with a smaller carrier density, ns (obtained
by applying a different bias voltage). As discussed in
ref.22, this lower carrier density implies a lower effective
inter-layer separation, d, leading to nontrivial interlayer
Coulomb correlations. For such a regime the predic-
tions S1′ − S3′ would apply, implying that the observed
plateaux should have σT = p/q with p odd, as well as the
re-emergence of the selection rule |pq′ − p′q| = 1. This
picture appears to be borne out by Fig. 6, which differs
from Fig. 5 mainly in the appearance of the new state
at σT = 1. Such a state agrees with the prediction S1
′
but would be forbidden for the independent-bilayer states
which surround it, since these must all have σT = p/q
with p even.32 And it is further supported by the re-
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appearance of the selection rule |pq′ − p′q| = 1 for the
transitions 6
5
→ 1 and 1 → 4
5
(or the 6
7
state indicated
in figure 6, though there is no well developed plateau
for that state), as dictated by prediction S2′. A gold-
plated signal would be the observation of the trajectory
taken in the complex σT plane during these transitions,
since this should be described by the semicircle trajecto-
ries predicted by S3′ in samples exhibiting particle-hole
symmetry.
Figure 6: Resistance traces, from Fig. 2 of Suen et.al.22,
for the same bilayer system as Fig. 5 but with smaller
carrier density, ns, and so smaller effective interlayer
separation, d.
Figure 7: Resistance traces for the same bilayer system as
in Figs. 5 and 6, but with still smaller ns and so smaller eff-
ective d. Data taken from Fig. 3 of Suen et.al.22.
For still smaller d the behaviour of the sample contin-
ues to evolve. This may be seen from the resistance traces
given in Figure 7, which differ considerably from those of
Figs. 5 and 6. This figure agrees in many ways with what
would be expected from the trajectory of Fig. 3, includ-
ing a phase of interlayer Coulomb correlations, although
there are also a few troubling aspects to this description,
as we now describe.
As discussed earlier, we qualitatively expect that
shrinking d causes ∆ to grow, and this should increase the
value of the field, Bc, at which the transition occurs from
∆-domination to domination by V 11c . We also expect the
regime of independent bilayers to become narrower, and
perhaps disappear, depending on how quickly ∆ grows
compared with V 12c .
Whether these are borne out by Fig. 7 depends on the
regime with which each of the plateaux is associated. In-
deed all of the observed plateaux in Fig. 7, except for the
one at σT =
1
2
, occur at fractions with odd denominators
and so could be due to a tunnelling-dominated monolayer
(M1 −M3). On the other hand, both plateaux σT = 43
and 2
3
have even numerators and so could instead be in-
terpreted as being due to the independent-bilayer cat-
egory of phases (S1 − S3). These two options can be
distinguished using the selection rule (M2 or S2), and
since Fig. 7 indicates this to be |p q′ − p′q| = 1 — apart
from the 5
3
→ 4
3
transition, see below — it is the mono-
layer option which appears to be most appropriate. Un-
der this interpretation there would be a direct transition
between σT =
2
3
and σT =
1
2
from the monolayer regime
(M1−M3) to the regime of inter-layer Coulomb correla-
tions (S1′−S3′). If this picture is right then monolayer-
type semicircle trajectories (M3) are predicted for all
of the transitions in particle-hole symmetric samples, at
least up to σT = 1.
The 5
3
→ 4
3
transition is the only exception to the se-
lection rule |p q′− p′q| = 1, and the interpretation of this
transition is problematic within the present framework.
However this could indicate the existence of a poorly-
resolved state in between these two plateaux, similar to
the way the incipient σT = 1 state causes a funny se-
lection rule between the 6
5
and 6
7
states in Fig. 5. A
more baroque interpretation takes the 5
3
→ 4
3
transition
to mark the point where the transition is made into the
independent-bilayer regime (S1−S3), in which case Fig. 7
would require a further transition to the correlated bi-
layer regime (S1′−S3′) for the σT = 1 state, followed by
a re-entrant independent-bilayer state at σT =
2
3
. Such
a picture would however also require a second transition
to the correlated regime to account for the σT =
1
2
state
and we shall not pursue this possibility further here.
This analysis shows how the fact that there are three
kinds of predictions may be used both to reconstruct the
regime which is relevant, and to test the implications of
the underlying Γ0(2) symmetry of each Quantum Hall
layer.
B. Resolved Bilayer Systems
The previous discussion involved only measurements of
the total conductivity, σT , but more can be said if both
σ and σ˜ are separately known. We now describe the im-
plications of the symmetry for one such a measurement.
Ref.24 examines a crossover between two different
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plateaux – one with total filling factor νT = 2 and the
other with νT = 1 – and explicitly give enough infor-
mation to determine separately all of the complex com-
ponents of the resistivity tensor, ρ and ρ˜ as follows.
Figure 9 reproduces the four resistance traces, A, B,
C and D, given in ref.24, where the sign of trace C is
reversed. Traces B and C directly give the inter-layer
resistivities,33
ρB = ρ˜xy and ρC = −ρ˜xx (18)
while A and D represent intra-layer resistivities,
ρD = ρxy . (19)
Figure 8: Resistance traces for the bilayer
systems reproduced from Kellogg et.al.24.
The sign of trace C is reversed in this plot.
The extraction of the intra-layer Ohmic resistivity, ρxx,
from the data is a little less direct. Denoting the 2 × 2
complex resistivity tensor by
− Σ−1 = R =
(
ρ ρ˜
ρ˜ ρ
)
(20)
then the eigenvalues of R,
ρ± = ρ± ρ˜ , (21)
are related to the corresponding eigenvalues of Σ by
σ± = σ ± σ˜ = − 1
ρ±
. (22)
Trace A of Fig. 8 then measures the Ohmic resistance
corresponding to the total conductivity
σT = 2(σ + σ˜) = 2σ+ = − 2
ρ+
, (23)
Consequently ρT = −1/σT = ρ+/2, and so trace A gives
ρA = ρ+xx/2, or
ρxx = 2ρA + ρC . (24)
Given these resistivities, we see that the two plateaux
observed in24 occur for
R1 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
and R2 =
(
1 1
1 1
)
, (25)
which respectively correspond to (ρ+, ρ−)1 = (1, 1) and
(ρ+, ρ−)2 = (2, 0), and so (σ+, σ−)1 = (−1,−1) and
(σ+, σ−)2 =
(− 1
2
,∞). Notice that R2 is not invertible.
According to our proposal, the action of Sp(4, Z) on
the bilayer system should manifest itself as Γ0(2) acting
separately on σ+ and σ−, with implications B1 − B3 or
B1′ − B3′, depending on the category of flows between
phases in which the system lies. For σ± = p±/q± pre-
diction B1 means in particular that q± is odd while B1
′
implies p± is odd while q± is even. We see from this
that σ+ = σ− = −1 corresponds to condition B1 while
σ+ = − 12 corresponds to B1′, and so the transition ob-
served in ref.24 is between the two different categories of
bilayer flows.
Because the transition is not purely within one cate-
gory or another we have no right to expect either of the
sets of predictions B1−B3 or B1′−B3′ to apply. Inter-
estingly enough prediction B2 does still seem to apply,
since both σ+ : −1 → − 12 and σ− : −1 → ∞ satisfy the
selection rule |pq′ − p′q| = 1 if we interpret ∞ = 1/0.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that the emergence of modular sym-
metries in two-dimensional semiconductors has striking
observational consequences both for bilayer and spin-
degenerate Quantum Hall systems, just as it did in the
better-established case of monolayer semiconducting het-
erostructures. These consequences include predictions
for the pattern of allowed Hall plateaux; predictions for
selection rules restricting which plateaux can be obtained
from which by varying magnetic fields and charge densi-
ties at low temperatures; and, for samples with particle-
hole symmetry, semicircle laws for the trajectories taken
through the conductivity plane during these transitions.
Experimental verification of these predictions would pro-
vide support for the picture that such modular symme-
tries are to be expected on very general grounds for two-
dimensional systems. We hope these observations will
stimulate experimental tests of these predictions.
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